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FINAL GRADE

75/100

GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor

Clear review of previous experiments on multiple
causes. However, it felt unclear to me whether
your new conditions were really testing something
different from the Quillien experiment, and
specifically whether you're really getting at
something linguistic here since (as you point out)
there is still quite a lot of visual information in the
conditions that are intended to be more verbal.
Nonetheless, a replication with added linguistic
framing is a sensible rationale and it's clear that
you've thought carefully about how to achieve that.

The experiment looks good and clearly departs
from the lab code. You've successfully
implemented three separate conditions which is
great - just remember that you'd need to think
about random condition assignment if you were
running this for real. There's quite a lot going on
visually (sometimes red balls, sometimes orange;
sometimes a simple birds-eye view of the box,
sometimes a more complex 3D rendition) but
luckily the critical task is quite simple so I think
your participants would be able to follow easily
enough. The Likert scales worked although I did
wonder whether a slider might have been easier
from a participant perspective (there's a jsPsych
plugin for this!). Instructions were nice and clear.

Your report is well written and justifies your design
decisions reasonably. It's also clear that you've
given thought to the logistics of running this for
real even if you haven't implemented all of those
details yet. Your insight about a potential
explanation for the results of previous work is an
interesting one.

Strengths: Clear report and strong lit review; good
working experiment with limitations clearly
acknowledged.



Weaknesses: Nothing major in the
implementation; some skepticism about the
linguistic aspect of the research question.
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Comment 1

I know what you mean, in that you've replicated the rest of the setup and retained the
critical trial, but at face value this sounds like quite a big change! May have been worth
exploring the potential implications of this decision in more detail.
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